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In November 2004, Viktor Yanukovych, backed by former president Leonid
Kuchma, was declared the winner of the Ukraine presidential elections.
Allegations of vote-rigging sent hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians into
the streets to demand change. The �Orange Revolution�, which took its
name from the campaign colours of the rival, Viktor Yushchenko,
overturned the elections results and Western-liberal leaning Yushchenko
went on to win the new elections.1 In the parliamentary elections in May
2006, however, the Party of the Regions led by Yanukovych polled the most
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2 Ukraine Foreign and Security Policy since the Orange Revolution

votes, while the three parties that had made up the �Orange coalition� in
government up to that time fielded only just over 41 percent. The four-
month political crisis that ensued came to an end in August when
Yushchenko finally invited his former rival Yanukovych to form the
government.2

While the new prime minister is considered leader of an apparently �pro-
Russian� political party,3 the Party of Regions, the constitutional reforms
introduced in 2006 give Yushchenko continued control over the country�s
foreign and defence policies. Furthermore, several points of concern to the
president, including approaches towards such major foreign policy issues as
NATO, EU and WTO membership, were laid down in the Universal
Declaration of National Unity signed on 3 August 2006 by the President of
the Republic, the Speaker of the House, Oleksandr Moroz, Prime Minister
Yanukovych and the leaders of four out of five parliamentary factions (the
Yulia Tymoshenko bloc refused to sign it). In principle, Yanukovych and the
Party of Regions therefore signed on to continue the President�s foreign pol-
icy. In practice, the commitment of Yanukovych and the Party of Regions to
a pro-Western foreign policy remains to be seen.4

Thus, Ukraine�s security policy will not necessarily change its strategic
goals with the return of Yanukovych as prime minister. Indeed, Ukraine
under Leonid Kuchma had already outlined a desire for EU and NATO
membership in 1998 and 2002 respectively, and Yanukovych in his first
prime ministerial candidacy in 2002-04 did not repudiate these goals.
Nevertheless, under President Kuchma and Prime Minister Yanukovych,
these goals were not backed by domestic policies and both NATO and the
EU refused to consider Ukraine as a candidate for membership. What
Yushchenko will try fundamentally to effect is a shift towards an ideological
commitment in Ukraine�s domestic policies towards meeting NATO�s
requirements for its an individually tailored Membership Action Plan (MAP)

2 Made up of the Ukrainian Socialist Party (SPU), Our Ukraine (Yushchenko's party) and
the Party of Regions.
3 The label �pro-Russian� is a misnomer as the Party of Regions, in the same manner as for-
mer President Leonid Kuchma, are first and foremost economic protectionists. The �pro-
Russian� label is better applied to Belarusian President Alyaksandr Lukashenka, than to the
ideologically amorphous centrist Ukrainian parties, since Lukashenka is ideologically orient-
ed towards Russia. See T.Kuzio, �Neither East nor West: Ukraine�s Security Policy�, Problems
of Post-Communism, vol. 52, no. 5, 2005, pp. 59-68.
4 See �ACC (Anti-Crisis Coalition) Would Abandon Pro-Western Orientation�, Oxford
Analytica, 18 July 2006 and O. Sushko, �Tumanni Obrii Zovnishnoii Polityky Uriadu
Yanukovycha�, Zerkalo Tyzhnia/Nedeli, 19-25 August 2006.
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and the Copenhagen Criteria required for EU membership.  Ukraine is
unlikely to continue to use a vacuous and constantly shifting �multi-vector�
foreign policy that serves the interests of the president and a narrow group
of ruling elites, as was the case during Kuchma�s decade in power.5

Yet, while NATO has, since Yushchenko�s election, moved towards
considering Ukraine�s candidacy for membership, the EU continues to
remain passive; in other words, showing little change from the Kuchma era
when NATO�s door was open while that of the EU was closed. The return
of Yanukovych as prime minister has not fundamentally changed the EU�s
closed-door policy but it has had the effect of partially closing NATO�s
door. A revived Orange parliamentary coalition and government would have
led to an invitation into a NATO MAP at the November NATO summit in
Riga; a National Unity coalition with a government led by Yanukovych is
likely to lead to a postponement of that decision. A NATO postponement is
nevertheless still preferable to a refusal by the EU to consider Ukraine for an
Association Agreement, regardless of what coalition and government is in
place in Kyiv.

This article is divided into two sections. The first surveys Yushchenko�s
foreign policy priorities in two main areas: improving relations with the US
and the EU, and achieving membership in major international organisations,
focusing primarily on Ukraine�s policies towards NATO and the EU. The
second section investigates the degree of domestic political support for
Yushchenko�s foreign policy priorities. 

Yushchenko�s foreign policy priorities

Relations with the United States

An early foreign policy priority was to improve relations with the US and
the EU which had deteriorated during Kuchma�s second term in office
(2000-04).6 Then US Ambassador to Ukraine John Herbst predicted that,
�We expect not only the revival of friendly ties that existed between our
states seven-nine years ago, but the establishment of a qualitatively new
level of relations�.7 A return to the positive US-Ukraine relations under

5 See T. Bukkvoll� �Private Interests, Public Policy. Ukraine and the Common Economic
Space Agreement�, Problems of Post-Communism, vol. 51, no. 5, 2004, pp. 11-22.
6 On Ukrainian foreign policy in the Kuchma era, see T. Kuzio, �Ukraine�s Relations with
the West: Disinterest, Partnership, Disillusionment�, European Security, vol. 12, no. 2, 2003,
pp. 21-44.
7 Kievskiy Telegraf, 25-31 March 2005.
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President Bill Clinton, when Ukraine was the third largest recipient of US
aid, was accomplished after Yushchenko�s visit to Washington in April 2005.
During the visit the Bush administration backed Ukraine�s entry into
NATO�s Intensified Dialogue on Membership, the precursory step to being
invited to take part in a NATO MAP. After his visit to the US, Yushchenko
reinstated the goals of NATO and EU membership in Ukraine�s military
doctrine � goals that had been removed by Kuchma in July 2004. An
improvement in relations with the US led to Ukraine�s graduation, on the
eve of the March 2006 elections, from the Soviet-era Jackson-Vanick
amendment that restricts the US� ability to trade with Ukraine � legislation
that had tied US trade to the USSR�s willingness to permit the emigration of
Jews. 

An improvement of relations with the US and EU, as well as a firmer
Ukrainian commitment to reforms, led to political recognition of Ukraine�s
market economy status by the EU and US in December 2005 and February
2006 respectively.  Ukraine�s improvement in relations with the West and
commitment to reform has also made WTO membership achievable.
Ukraine began adopting legislation required by the WTO in spring 2005,
showing for the first time its real intention to combat intellectual piracy.
Three of the five parliamentary factions support Ukraine�s membership of
the WTO which could take place in 2006 or together with Russia in 2007.

NATO membership

Following the Orange Revolution, international support for Ukraine�s
membership of NATO grew with the US, in particular, together with post-
communist NATO members, becoming major advocates of Ukraine�s
membership in the organisation. But, it will be domestic � not international
factors � that will ultimately play the major role in determining Ukraine�s
relationship with NATO: whether continued cooperation, as in the Kuchma
era, or a new drive towards membership. After looking at the current
prospects, the following discussion focuses on three domestic sources of
influence over Ukraine�s relationship to NATO � continued presidential
backing for NATO membership, a government more cautious over
membership and political parties inside parliament divided over the issue of
membership, and low public support for membership.

Current prospects. Ukraine has a decade-long active relationship
with NATO through the Partnership for Peace (PfP) and bilaterally with the
US and Britain in the �Spirit of PfP�. There was support after Yushchenko�s
US visit and following the free elections in March 2006  for Ukraine to be
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invited to upgrade from Action Plans (yearly plans introduced in 2003 when
NATO�s relations with Ukraine were poor) to the MAP process at the
November 2006 NATO summit in Riga. Annual Action Plans in place since
2003 have pursued all-round domestic reforms � goals similar to a MAP �
and Ukraine could therefore relatively easily transfer from an Action Plan to
a MAP. Furthermore, Ukraine has fulfilled many of the conditions for being
invited to a MAP: long-term cooperation within PfP, contributing to the
US-led coalition in Iraq, and holding �free and fair� elections in 2006.  

After those elections, Vice President Dick Cheney and J. D. Crouch II,
Assistant to the President and Deputy National Security Advisor, both
advised President Yushchenko of the need for a �democratic� (Orange)
parliamentary coalition to be in place for the Bush administration to
support Ukraine�s entry into the WTO ahead of Russia and move to of a
NATO MAP. A senior NATO diplomat echoed these sentiments,
�Assuming that the new government came in committed to working
towards NATO, you could say by Riga that they had done enough to get
into the Membership Action Plan.� The US and other NATO members
wished to support Ukraine�s fledging democracy, reward it for holding free
elections and, without explicitly stating it, protect it from predatory,
authoritarian Russia.8

With the collapse of the Orange coalition, the US has had to adjust its
policies to keep Ukraine on track for a NATO MAP. The months of
coalition negotiations and political crisis and the return of Yanukovych as
prime minister are likely to dissuade the US from backing an invitation to
join MAP in November 2006, in spite of the commitment by the National
Unity parliamentary coalition to continue reforms. In order to be able to
observe the Yanukovych government�s commitment to reforms, the MAP is
likely to be postponed beyond 2006, while membership is now further away
than the originally planned 2008-10. 

The 2008 NATO summit was supposed to be devoted to enlargement
and four or five countries in the MAP process (Ukraine, Croatia, Macedonia,
Albania and possibly Georgia) were to have been invited to join NATO in
2010. The Bush administration had originally hoped to leave office with
Ukraine�s emerging democracy inside NATO: 

The United States has finally determined its position on Ukraine�s
prospective NATO membership. The US will support it in every

8 D. Dombey and T. Warner, �NATO Lines Up Ukraine as New Member�, Financial Times,
26 April 2006.
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possible way and call upon the other allies to help to assist Ukraine to
integrate into the alliance.9

With authoritarianism on the rise in Belarus and Russia the contrast
between these two countries and a democratic Ukraine10 had encouraged
high-level support in the US for Ukraine�s early entry into NATO. NATO
does not view Russia�s stationing of the Black Sea Fleet in Sevastopol until
2017 as a factor hindering Ukraine�s accession. Nevertheless, the 2008
enlargement summit is now likely to be postponed because NATO does not
believe these countries are ready for membership. Ukraine could be included
with Georgia as candidates for MAPs in 2008. Georgia is set to receive an
invitation to join NATO�s Intensified Dialogue on Membership at the 2006
Riga summit, a step taken by Ukraine in 2005. Thus, following a
postponement of Ukraine, both Ukraine and Georgia would be at the same
level in the NATO membership queue. 

The situation in parliament. Within the 2006 parliament, cooperation
with NATO will have the support of the three largest factions, the Party of
Regions, the Tymoshenko bloc and Our Ukraine, as well as that of the
Socialist Party. An annual law permitting foreign troops to undertake joint
military exercises in Ukraine, which have taken place under NATO�s
Partnership for Peace programme since 1997, was adopted in August 2006.
The Party of Regions provided the majority of votes enabling it to be
adopted, after having voted against the same law six months earlier when
they were not in government. The Party of Regions states it is in favor of
cooperation with NATO and points to Russia also cooperating with NATO
through the Russia-NATO Council. Yanukovych has reaffirmed the
intention of the Party of Regions to fulfill Ukraine�s international
obligations.11 Yet the Party of Regions� stance on foreign policy in general is
still in a state of flux. 

The August 2006 Universal Declaration which paved the way for the
National Unity coalition stated that it supported:

� Mutually beneficial cooperation with NATO in accordance with the
�Law on National Security of Ukraine� [in accordance with the version
of the law that was in force on the day of the signing of the Universal]. 

9 T. Silina, �Have Vision and Act�, Zerkalo Nedeli/Tyzhnia, 29 October-4 November 2005.
10 See T.Kuzio, �Ukraine is not Russia: Ukrainian and Russian Youth Compared�, SAIS
Review, vol. XXVII, no. 2, 2006, forthcoming.
10 V. Yanukovych, �Peremozhtsiv sudiat?�, Zerkalo Nedeli/Dzerkalo Tyzhnia, 8-14 April 2006.
11 Ukrayinska Pravda, 3 August 2006. 
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� Solving the question regarding NATO membership via a referendum,
which is to take place after Ukraine completes all necessary steps.12

Beyond cooperation, support for Ukraine�s membership in NATO is
limited to only two groups in parliament, the Tymoshenko bloc and Our
Ukraine, which together do not control a majority of seats (210 out of 450).
Some believe that the potential for the Party of Regions and the
Yanukovych government to evolve in its foreign policy stance towards Euro-
Atlantic integration exists, even though  the Party of Regions dominates
Russophone eastern and southern Ukraine where opposition to NATO
membership is greatest. Our Ukraine and the Tymoshenko bloc could
become the bedrock of Ukraine�s pro-NATO orientation but, they alone
cannot push Ukraine into NATO and their only possible partner in this goal
is the Party of Regions.

Public opinion. Public opinion towards NATO is a problematic factor,
although it should be stated at the outset that public opinion plays a
negligible role in the formulation of Ukraine�s security policy.13

Nevertheless, only 35 percent of Ukrainians back NATO membership The
Universal Declaration states that a referendum on NATO membership will
be held, although it will be closer to the date of accession (now likely to be
beyond 2012) in order to give the government time to inform the public
adequately.  Former National Security and Defence Council Secretary Petro
Poroshenko has always upheld the need for a referendum in the future as

12 Ukrayinska Pravda, 3 August 2006. 
13 V. Chudowsky and T. Kuzio, �Does Public Opinion Matter in Ukraine? The Case of
Foreign Policy�, Communist and Post-Communist Studies, vol. 36, no. 3,  2003, pp. 273-90. 

Table 1. Support for and Opposition to NATO Membership (%)

West Centre South East Support 31.3 20.6 6.3 7.2  Opposition 32.1 53.2
79.7 77.6  

Source: Razumkov Ukrainian Centre for Economic and Political Studies
Opinion Poll quoted in Ukrayinska Pravda, 24 February 2006. (Percentages
for people with no opinion are not included.) 
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�Public opinion polls indicate that if a referendum were held tomorrow, the
majority of the population in Ukraine would not support it�.14

In Yushchenko�s first year in office in 2005, 39 percent of Ukrainians
believed that NATO membership ran counter to Ukraine�s national interests
and 21 percent believed membership upheld the country�s interests. The
view that membership ran counter was highest in the east (72 percent) and
south (45 percent).15 Throughout the 1990s, when Russia continued to
remain a threat to Ukraine�s borders and sovereignty, support for NATO
membership in Ukraine had been stable at a third of the population, with
another third of Ukrainians opposed and a third undecided. The 1999
NATO campaign in Kosovo, the 2003 Iraqi invasion and the anti-American
campaign launched by the authorities during the 2004 elections damaged
Ukrainian support for NATO membership.  By the end of the Kuchma era,
the one-third in favour had dropped to 21 percent, ranging from a high of
38 percent in western Ukraine to only 4.9-4.2 percent in the east and south,
the two Russophone regions dominated by the Party of Regions. 

Although there has been a NATO Information and Documentation office
in Kyiv since 1997, it received little financial or other forms of assistance
under Kuchma. Since Yushchenko was elected little has changed in the
public opinion and the government is still unable or unwilling to allocate
resources for an effective public opinion campaign. Ukraine will have five or
more years� time after obtaining a MAP to undertake an information
campaign funded and directed by the state. 

Ukraine needs to prioritise the issue of public opinion as a strategic
priority in its quest for NATO membership. The state programme to inform
the public on Euro-Atlantic integration has suffered from a traditional
problem of weak institutional capacity. Although the State Committee for
Radio and Television was allocated funding to conduct a public information
campaign, this has been weak with few real activities in 2005-06, aside from
one conference and the preparation of reports. One commentator stated
that �the neglect by the State Committee for Radio and Television of Euro-
Atlantic integration verges on sabotage�. It is �the most outrageous example
of a central body of executive government ignoring the national interests of
the state�.  The Ukrainian state is �the least effective administrator� in
preparing the country to join NATO. 16

14 Interfax, 29 June 2005.
15 Zerkalo Nedeli/Tyzhnia, 14-20 May 2005.
16 T. Silina, �Ukraine�s Long Way to NATO�, Zerkalo Nedeli/Dzerkalo Tyzhnia, 29 April-12 May
2006.
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If Ukraine were successful in reviving support for NATO membership to
the same levels it enjoyed in the 1990s, this would provide a starting point
for a NATO information campaign similar to the ones undertaken in some
central European countries (Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovenia) which
were also initially lukewarm about joining NATO. Many current NATO
members began their public information campaigns with only 30 percent
support for NATO membership. The potential to increase support for
NATO membership exists within the one-third of Ukrainians who were
undecided in the 1990s and the 28 percent who currently believe that
membership is partially in Ukraine�s national interests (compared to 21
percent who see membership as upholding them).17

At the same time, Ukraine is different from other countries that have
joined NATO or are in the MAP process in two areas. First, support for
membership is the lowest of any country which has sought to join NATO.
Second, Ukraine�s ruling elites and government are divided over seeking
membership. In Macedonia, for example, a country which is in the MAP
process, both sides that fought in the civil war � Macedonians and Albanians
� support membership in NATO. 

EU membership

During the Orange Revolution and after Yushchenko was elected, there was
widespread optimism in Ukraine and the West that this would lead to a
breakthrough in Ukraine�s membership prospects in the EU.18 One of the
driving forces in the Orange Revolution had, after all, been the desire to
move away from Russia and towards �Europe�. Ukraine�s newly elected leaders
were confident that, unlike under Kuchma, the speed of reforms and the
reality of a new, �Orange� Ukraine, would give the EU little choice but to
move towards a NATO-style open-door policy. Then Deputy Prime
Minister for European integration, Oleh Rybachuk, threatened to �undertake
an Orange Revolution in Brussels if the EU continued to ignore Ukraine�.
Rybachuk was eager to launch a two-year drive to fulfill the Copenhagen
Criteria required for EU membership. �I consider Ukraine�s entry into

17 Ibid.
18 Typical headlines were: G. Harding, �Time for the European Union to Back Ukraine�,
United Press International, 23 November 2004, A. Lieven, �Europe Has Moral and Strategic
Reasons to Reach Out to Ukraine�, The Times, 28 December 2004, S. Wagstyl, �Ukraine to
Press Ahead in Drive to Join EU�, Financial Times, 10 June 2005 and D. Dombey and C.
Freeland, �Turkish EU talks Give Hope to Kiev�, Financial Times, 9 October 2005.
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Europe as my life�s aim,� Rybachuk confessed.19

Yushchenko had initially looked optimistically at the 2005-07 period as a
three-year transition to an accession treaty. During these three years,
Ukraine would prove its commitment to the EU�s �core values� by fulfilling
the EU�s European Neighborhood Policy (ENP) Action Plan, signed in
February 2005.  But the EU has not made it clear how long Ukraine will
have to �prove� its commitment to democratic values before it opens the
door to membership. It is also unclear if Ukraine will be able to continue to
sustain its commitment without the �carrot� of EU membership as an
inducement. If Ukraine enters the WTO, the EU is prepared to sign a Deep
Free Trade Agreement with it. The ten-year EU-Ukraine Partnership and
Cooperation Agreement (PCA), signed in 1994 but in force since 1998, will
also end in 2007. The EU is to offer Ukraine an Enhanced Agreement in
2008 to replace the PCA. Ukraine would seek to include in the agreement
some commitment from the EU to an open-door policy that would give
Ukraine a long-term membership option.20 Both Ukraine and the European
Parliament support such a step and seek to define the Enhanced Agreement
as �Associate Membership�.

Working in Ukraine�s favour are a number of factors: a different European
perception of the country following the Orange Revolution, steady progress
in democratic reforms, and the likelihood of joining NATO, which is often
seen as a stepping stone to EU membership. The European Parliament has
also strongly lobbied the EU to open its door to Ukrainian membership and
the new post-communist states are strong advocates of Ukraine�s membership
in both NATO and the EU. There is also more support in Europe for Ukraine
to join the EU than for Turkey: 55 percent of Europeans support Ukraine�s
membership in the EU � 10 percent more than Turkey�s membership.21

Although public opinion within the EU, support from new EU members and
progress on democratic reform work towards improving Ukraine�s EU
prospects, a breakthrough in EU-Ukraine relations since Yushchenko�s elec-
tion has failed to materialise. Two factors account for this: internal crises in the
EU and continued complacency towards Ukraine�s EU membership objectives.

First, Ukraine�s Orange Revolution and democratic breakthrough came at
a tough time for the EU and for some Western European member states, also

19 Ukrayinska Pravda, 18 January 2005. 
20 Ibid., 7 March 2005.
21 Opinion poll cited in a survey undertaken by the Yalta European Strategy (YES), a lobby
group for Ukrainian membership in the EU <www.yes-ukraine.org>. YES is funded by oli-
garch Viktor Pinchuk, Kuchma�s son-in-law.
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in the midst of difficult crises. In 2004, the EU enlarged to ten new
countries, eight of which were post-communist, and another two or three
post-communist states are scheduled to join in 2007-08. This most recent
enlargement process was not welcomed in Western Europe like former ones.
The most notable outcome of this crisis and Angst was the rejection in
France and the Netherlands of the draft EU Constitutional Treaty. Adding
to these difficulties has been the prospect of Turkish membership, made
more controversial by its size, its large population, its relatively low socio-
economic development, and its religion. 

Second, the EU continues to remain complacent towards Ukraine�s
membership objectives. The EU seeks not to offend the reformist leadership
in Ukraine by continuing to keep the door closed while pretending it has
been slightly opened. This has been confusingly formulated by EU External
Affairs Commissioner Benita Ferrero-Waldner as �the door is neither closed
nor open�. EU Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso repeated a refrain
commonly heard under Kuchma that the onus was on Ukraine:

Our door remains open, the future of Ukraine is in Europe. The best
way to get there is not to talk about EU membership all the time but
achieve concrete results, show commitments to European values and
standards.22

The EU has continued to deal with Ukraine as a part of its
Neighborhood Policy, instituted in 2003 with all of its new neighbours. The
inadequacy of these steps were evident as soon as the policy was unveiled, in
that it placed Ukraine on the same level as northern Africa and Israel, which
are not part of Europe and therefore have no right to join the EU, and
Russia, which has never declared its intention to seek EU membership. The
only change made to Ukraine�s Action Plan after Yushchenko�s election was
the inclusion of a ten-point addendum. The EU has remained unmoved.
Luxembourg�s Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker, who took up the EU�s
rotating presidency in January 2005, said, �I can only warn against offering
Ukraine the prospect of full membership.�23

The most recent events in Ukraine and the formation of the non-Orange
coalition could give sustenance to EU members who do not want Ukraine to
join the membership queue. The non-Orange coalition could also confirm
to Ukraine-skeptics inside the EU that Ukraine�s Orange Revolution was not
a democratic breakthrough. 

22 Associated Press, 6 October 2005.
23 The Times, 10 December  2004.
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Domestic sources of foreign policy

Five political forces entered the 2006 parliament and there is little consensus
among them over the course of Ukraine�s foreign policy. As Yulia Mostova
wrote, �Half the country wants to be like Belarus and the other half like
Europe.�24 With the constitutional reforms introduced in early 2006, the
power of parliament has increased over domestic affairs and therefore it is
important to survey the attitudes of parliament�s political groups towards
NATO and EU membership.

Ukrainians are not divided over membership in the EU which regularly
obtains between 50-60 percent support inside the country. Only the
Communists in parliament, the smallest of the five factions with 21 deputies,
oppose Ukraine�s membership in the EU. Obstacles to EU membership lie
outside Ukraine in the EU, which does not see Ukraine as a member. The
opposite is the case for Ukraine�s aspirations to join NATO which is
unpopular domestically but has international support in key Western
countries and NATO member states.

The left

During the 1990s, when the left had the largest parliamentary faction and
controlled parliament, they were unable to block Ukraine�s extensive
cooperation with NATO or push Ukraine towards deeper integration in the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The left (Communists and
Socialists), with even fewer seats in the newly elected parliament (54), will
continue to have little influence over Ukraine�s foreign policy orientation
and decision-making process. 

The SPU was included in the two Orange governments (headed by Yulia
Tymoshenko and Yuriy Yekhanurov) in 2005-06 and provided strong
support in combating corruption and promoting democratisation. At the
same time, it voted throughout 2005 with the Communists against legislation
required for WTO membership, such as certain issues of land privatisation
and some market economy reforms. The SPU also agrees with the
Communists in opposing Ukraine�s NATO membership.25 Indeed, Ukraine
is the first potential NATO aspirant member where the entire left, both pro-

24 Y. Mostova, �Choosing or Losing?�, Zerkalo Nedeli/Dzerkalo Tyzhnia, 25-31 March 2006. 
25 SPU statement on NATO membership available at <www.spu.org.ua>,  28 February 2005.
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and anti-Orange, is against Ukraine joining NATO.26 The SPU, which won
seven per cent in the 2006 elections and now forms part of the government
coalition, is in favour of EU membership, as are the majority of Ukraine�s
political parties.27 At the same time, many of the reforms that the EU would
demand as part of the Copenhagen Criteria for membership would be
opposed by the SPU. 

National Democrats

Since Yushchenko�s 2004 election, the executive has been dominated for the
first time by the centre-right which has traditionally been more pro-Western
and critical of Kuchma�s indefinite �multi-vector� foreign policy. Although
national democrats have been consistent in their support for Euro-Atlantic
integration, they are represented in the 2006 parliament by different
political forces than under Kuchma. Many long-standing national democrats
failed to enter parliament at all when the Yuriy Kostenko-Ivan Pliushch and
Pora-Reforms and Order blocs did not cross the 3 percent threshold in the
2006 elections. National democrats are represented in the 2006 parliament
by two of the five factions � Our Ukraine (81 deputies) and the
Tymoshenko bloc (129 deputies).28

The Our Ukraine bloc continues to have a national democratic wing,
given that the Foreign Minister Borys Tarasiuk�s �Rukh� formation is one of
the five parties in the bloc. But Our Ukraine also has a large constituency of
prominent businessmen, such as the Solidarity Party led by Petro
Poroshenko, and the Party of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, led by
Anatoliy Kinakh. Our Ukraine�s main weakness is that it failed to become a
united pro-presidential party when it renamed itself in 2005 to become the
People�s Union-Our Ukraine. In the end, the five parties making up the bloc
are marginal, and without Yushchenko as Honorary Chairman it was doubt-
ful from the outset whether it would receive the support of a large numbers
of voters. The predominance of business groups over national democrats has
also made it more pragmatic, less anti-Russian and inclined to balance Euro-
Atlantic integration with other domestic and foreign policy concerns. 

26 In other post-communist states the post-communist left, such as former Polish President
Aleksandr Kwasniewski, supported NATO membership.
27 See A. Makhorkina, �Ukrainian political parties and foreign policy in election campaigns:
Parliamentary elections of 1998 and 2002�, Communist and Post-Communist Studies, vol. 38, no. 2,
2005, pp. 251-67.
28 See Table 1 in the article by Kataryna Wolczuk in this issue, p. x ???
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The Tymoshenko bloc is even more ideologically unstructured, both
national democratic and centre-left in its socio-economic outlook. On
foreign policy issues, the Tymoshenko bloc is nebulous. Its 2006 election
programme was typical of this lack of a clear position, so common during
the Kuchma era. Ukraine�s foreign policy, it wrote, should work, �in the
name of one�s nation, on the basis of peaceful, equitable, mutually profitable,
economic relations with all states...�, the country�s national priorities should
be clear and always defended.29 The Tymoshenko bloc can occasionally
adopt foreign policy stances that are �nationalist�, seeking a third way that is
neither pro-US nor pro-Russian. Similar to Our Ukraine, the Tymoshenko
bloc is uninterested in deeper integration in the CIS Single Economic Space
(SES) and supports WTO and EU membership, although it is more cautious
on NATO membership. The Tymoshenko bloc has stated its willingness to
back NATO membership if public support for it improves.

Centrists

The Party of Regions entered the post-Kuchma era with contradictory
foreign policies. Ukraine declared its official intention to seek NATO
membership four months before Yanukovych became prime minister in
November 2002 and from 2002 to 2004 he never opposed the official
position on this. This was also the case with Viktor Medvedchuk, head of
the Social Democratic United Party (SDPUo)30 and presidential admin-
istrator during the last two years of Kuchma�s rule. Nevertheless, after
Yushchenko�s election, both the Party of Regions and the SDPUo sought to
use anti-NATO sentiment to obtain votes in the 2006 elections. During the
2006 elections, the Ne Tak! (Not This Way!) election bloc, dominated by
the SDPUo, conducted an anti-NATO campaign and collected signatures to
hold a referendum. Calls for referendums on NATO membership had never
been made by the SDPUo and the Party of Regions during the Kuchma era
(and when Yanukovych was prime minister) and their raising this demand in
2005 was a calculated move to win public support in the Russophone eastern
and southern Ukraine.31

29 <www.byut.org.ua>.
30 The Socialist International refused to give membership to the SDPUo. In Ukraine, only
the SPU has Socialist International membership.
31 N. Holdsworth, �Ousted Prime Minister Yanukovych Eyes Revenge as Orange Revolution
Sours�, Sunday Telegraph, 12 March 2006. 
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As an ideologically amorphous and eclectic group, the pro-business wing
of the Party of Regions, which controls 50-80 of its 186 deputies, could
evolve towards a neutral or positive position on NATO membership. This
would be strategically imperative to provide more than fifty percent support
inside parliament and within the Yanukovych government for NATO
membership. Yanukovych had hinted that the Party of Regions could
compromise over NATO membership if it were invited to join a parlia-
mentary coalition and government and that is now what has happened. As
part of the National Unity coalition and Yanukovych government,32 the
Party of Regions is likely to be more willing to move from ambivalence to at
least neutrality towards NATO membership. Although Senior Party of
Regions official Mykola Azarov has said, �Yushchenko is pulling (Ukraine)
into NATO which we are against. We are for the CIS SES, Yushchenko is
against�,33 former Kuchma First Advisor Serhiy Levochkin is optimistic that
the Party of Regions will change its views on NATO membership over the
course of the five-year term of parliament :

I believe and know that the position of the Party of Regions, Our
Ukraine and BYuT (Yulio Tymoshenko bloc) on NATO and the
formation of the SES [CIS Single Economic Space], the idea of the
movement of the country to the EU, and the role and place of Ukraine
in the international system concur in many areas.34

The Party of Regions is in favour of economic reform because it is
dominated by oligarchs and businessmen, and it will therefore vote in favour
of economic reform regardless of whether it is in government or on the
opposition. In 2005-06, the Party of Regions voted against WTO legislation
as a protest vote against Yushchenko, a stance that will now change into a
pro-WTO position. 

More problematical are the Party of Regions� attitudes towards the CIS.
During the 2004 presidential and 2006 parliamentary elections, Yanukovych
and the Party of Regions campaigned in favour of greater integration in the
CIS SES. President Yushchenko has continued the stance pursued by
Kuchma in agreeing only to stage one of the CIS SES � a free trade zone �
and Ukraine�s official position has continued to be opposed to stages two
and three � monetary and customs unions. The Party of Regions
campaigned in favour of going beyond Kuchma�s stance and joining stages

32 Yanukovych, �Peremozhtsiv sudiat?�.
33 Interviewed in the Kyiv Post, 10 March 2006.
34 Interview with Serhiy Levochkin in Ukrayinska Pravda, 28 April 2006.
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two and three, without describing these additional stages. These two stages
would rule out integration into the EU as no country can be in two customs
unions at the same time. 

Conclusions

Ukraine�s declared strategic goals of EU and NATO membership have been
in place since 1998 and 2002 respectively and Yushchenko has continued
these membership goals set out by his predecessor, Kuchma. At the same
time, this continuity in the strategic goals of Ukrainian foreign and security
policy masks a break between the Krawchuk-Kuchma era and that of
Yushchenko that will influence the domestic content and degree of energy
driving Ukrainian foreign and security policy. Krawchuk and Kuchma
pursued a foreign policy that was confusing, contradictory and ideologically
empty. It was not driven by �national� or public interest but simply by the
objectives and personal interests of Kuchma and his oligarch allies.35

The election of Yushchenko has put Ukraine on a more ideologically
driven foreign and security policy path focused on adopting the domestic
reforms that would move Ukraine beyond the empty rhetoric of Euro-
Atlantic integration that existed under his two predecessors. Under
President Yushchenko, Ukraine has set its sights on the country�s integration
into the full panoply of Western institutions: WTO, NATO and the EU.
Yushchenko has gone further than his predecessors in describing NATO as
an institution, membership of which would provide Ukraine with security
guarantees.36 In pushing for NATO membership, Yushchenko will have to
bring on board the Party of Regions � something he undertook with the
signing of the Universal Declaration of National Unity in August 2006. On
this basis, the National Unity coalition agreed to continue the president�s
domestic and foreign policies. 

NATO has reiterated its open-door policy, a policy that has always
distinguished it from that of the EU. NATO General Secretary Jaap de
Hoop Scheffer outlined Ukraine�s membership in NATO as a stepping stone
to EU membership, as it has often been for earlier aspirants. �NATO is ready
to assist in providing all manner of assistance and support to this state
[Ukraine] in this area,� Scheffer said.37 NATO and the EU have advised
Ukraine that they want the pro-Euro-Atlantic integration rhetoric of the

35 Kuzio, �Neither East nor West�.
36 Ukrayinska Pravda, 19 October 2005.
37 Ibid.
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Kuchma era to be backed by �action�. �Actions speak louder than words,�
Scheffer said.38 Such statements will be even more forcefully adhered to
following the creation of the Yanukovych government. NATO will base its
decision on if and when to extend its invitation to a MAP and future
membership on whether the Yanukovych government shows a commitment
to the reforms outlined in the Universal Declaration. To cap the matter for
the moment, Prime Minister Yanukovych recently stated his intention to
postpone Ukraine�s accedence to a NATO MAP until Ukrainian society has
been informed more thoroughly about NATO.39

The Yushchenko�s election has led Ukraine to be considered for WTO
and NATO, but not EU membership. NATO membership could be a
stepping stone for future EU membership, as in the case of Spain and
Poland. But EU membership could also be indefinitely postponed, as in the
case of Turkey which applied for EU membership in 1987. Indeed, some
Western European EU members are in favour of the EU�s �borders� being
defined after the next round of enlargement to southeastern Europe,
effectively excluding Ukraine and the CIS from the EU (and Europe). 

The EU has continued to remain complacent and passive towards
Ukraine�s membership objective and Ukraine under Yushchenko has seen
little progress in its attempt to be seen as a potential candidate for EU
membership. EU Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso told visiting
Prime Minister Yuriy Yekhanurov that, �Our door remains open� and �the
future of Ukraine is in Europe�.40 But the EU�s closed door towards Kuchma
has opened only slightly, if at all. Much like NATO, Barroso reiterated the
importance of �action� on the part of Ukraine to back its membership goals.
Ukraine should, �show its commitments to European values and standards�,
Barroso advised.41 But the EU has not made it clear how long Ukraine
should prove this commitment to democratisation before obtaining a clear
signal of membership prospects. Democratic consolidation in Ukraine is
unlikely to take place if the country is kept outside the EU, as the
temptation would be to increase integration into the CIS.

Following the free and fair elections in 2006, there is little evidence of a
consolidated cross-elite position on Ukraine�s foreign and security policy
within parliament. The two left factions oppose WTO and NATO

38 Reuters, 7 October 2005.
39 Web protal of Ukrainian government, 23 August 2006 <http://www.kmu.gov.ua/con-
trol/en/publish/news_article?art_id=44445714&cat_id=32598>.
40 Financial Times, 9 October  2005.
41 Associated Press,  6 October  2005.
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membership. The greatest contradictions are inside parliament�s largest
faction, the Party of Regions. In order for Ukraine�s progress towards NATO
membership to be successful the Party of Regions needs to adopt a more
neutral or supportive position � something it undersigned in the August
2006 Universal Declaration. The Party of Regions� business and economic
elites could move in this direction if they are convinced that NATO
membership would be a stepping stone to EU membership. Therefore,
changing the Party of Regions� position on NATO membership will be the
strategic objective of Ukraine�s foreign and security policymakers during
Yushchenko�s presidency and the life of the current parliament to 2009-11.


